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The impact of the 2010 Chilean tsunami along selected coastlines is studied using the NOAA high-resolution
tsunami flooding forecast model augmented to include modeled tide heights in addition to deep-water tsunami
propagation as boundary-condition input. This Chilean tsunami was observed at the Los Angeles tide station at
mean low water, Hilo at low, Pago Pago at mid tide and Wake Island near high tide. Because the tsunami arrived
at coastal communities at a representative range of tide stages, the 2010 Chile tsunami provides an opportunity
to study the tsunami impact on different communities at different tide levels. The current forecast models are
computed for mean higher high water as a worst case scenario. The evaluation of techniques for including
predictable fluctuations due to the local tide in this study provides the opportunity to improve tsunami forecasting.
To model tides together with tsunami waves in the NOAA flooding model, a medium-resolution tidal model
(Egbert and Erofeeva 2002) and the NOAA tsunami propagation model are combined to generate boundary
conditions for a high-resolution tsunami flooding model. At the initial time step, the tidal results are interpolated
over the entire tsunami propagation grid. At all future time steps, the combined tide and tsunami amplitudes are
incorporated into the numerical model from the boundary locations.
Computed wave amplitudes, wave currents, and flooding are compared at selected coastal locations around
the Pacific, taking into account the difference in tsunami impact due to tidal stage. The predicted tide and the tide
at the pre-defined output cell differ, since the computations depend on shallow water equations. However, NOAA’s
forecast model handles the tidal stages and shows potential for predicting tsunami amplitudes with the inclusion
of tides. The predicted tsunami amplitudes at the Los Angeles and San Francisco tide stations are consistent with
observations. However, when the tidal dynamics are considered at Crescent City and Hilo, amplitudes are larger
than expected. NOAA’s forecast model computed tidal variations in the computation grids showing its potential
for including tides in forecasting. Non-linear shallow water equations provide more accurate forecast with the
inclusion of tides then with out them.
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